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Aging Without AchingRelieve pain, improve your posture, move better and stop kvetchingWritten
for people who want to age better, with less pain and more vitality, this book is filled with expert
advice and simple tips for aging without kvetching (complaining). Dr. Yoav Suprun, DPT,
demystifies pain by explaining the most common type of pain and how it works. He then provides
strategies for functional movement, proper ergonomics and body mechanics, better posture,
and reasons why joint replacement may not be a necessary part of getting older. Using
anecdotes and examples, along with photographs to clearly demonstrate his suggested
exercises, this book helps people age better without turning to more medication, injections, or
surgery.Softcover. 80 pages.
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kvetching*Copyright © 2022 Dr. Yoav Suprunwww.DrYoav.comThe views and opinions
expressed in this book are those solely of the author, Dr. Yoav Suprun.The opinions may not be
those of the McKenzie Institute International (MII) or any other professional organization. The
content here is independent of the MII and is not associated with its Education Programme.All
rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
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information or suggestion in this publication.DEDICATIONTo my family, my beloved wife, Shani,
and our children—my ultimate dream teamTo Robin McKenzie, OBE, CNZM, FCSP (Hon),
FNZSP (Hon), Dip MDT, Dip MT,who started it all, and changed millions of lives around the
world*kvetch (kvĕch) Slangintransitive verbkvetched, kvetch·ing, kvetch·esTo complain
persistently and whiningly.noun1. A chronic, whining complainer.2. A nagging complaint: “a
rambling kvetch against the system” (Leonard Ross).[Yiddish kvetshn, to squeeze, complain,
from Middle High German quetzen, quetschen, to squeeze.]ContentsIntroductionChapter One:
All Pain is Not the SameChapter Two: The Truth about Mechanical PainChapter Three: The Best
Medicine for the BodyChapter Four: Functional Fitness for EveryoneChapter Five: Secrets to
Aging With Perfect PostureChapter Six: Is Your Workout Making You Worse?Chapter Seven:
Body Mechanics StrategiesChapter Eight: Should I Replace My Hip, Knee, or Shoulder Joint?
ConclusionAbout the AuthorIntroductionNo one likes to be in pain. Someone who is a kvetcher
complains over and over about pain (and other things). Most of us do not like to complain about
pain, nor do we like to hear complaints from others. I am sure your family would agree here.
Although to some, pain is a way of getting attention; to most, we just want to move on with life
and not have to deal with lingering aches and pains. I must admit that I became a kvetcher
because of a nagging problem I experienced with my neck. This pain caused me to constantly
complain, seek medications, and look for treatments to no avail. I learned a great deal on my
own journey to feeling good and I want to share my tips, strategies, and helpful hints with
you.You may be getting older. Aging is part of life. It is a natural process that everyone goes
through. However, growing old does not have to be perceived as bad. There are many things you
can do to help you age with more energy, vitality, less pain, and feeling and looking your best.



Are you searching for a healthy way to age, without experiencing major aches and pains?
Perhaps you just want to enjoy retirement without the burden of common aches and pains.
Maybe pain has affected you while you work out, play tennis or golf, travel to your bucket list
destinations, or play with your grandkids. You might be part of the aging generation that is tired
of medications, injections, and unnecessary procedures.Pain is a normal phenomenon. It is one
way our bodies naturally communicate with us. However, not every pain is bad and hurt (often)
does not mean harm. There are forces in this world, primarily pharmaceutical companies, that
do not want the general public to know the difference between good pain and bad pain. The
more confused people are about pain, the more medications big pharmaceutical companies can
sell to alleviate simple, mechanical pains. Big Pharma is not concerned about your health; they
are primarily focused on selling more and more drugs to you as a consumer. The pharmaceutical
industry does not create cures, it creates customers. While, at times, a temporary relief from
pain may arise from some medications, the majority of aches and pains can be resolved utilizing
other methods.Many people turn to “Doctor Google” for answers, and this often results in
conflicting tips for the various pains you are experiencing. So-called health experts may also be
giving you recommendations that are inconsistent. I want you to realize that you have many
options with regards to aging, besides turning to more medication, injections, or surgery. Is there
another answer? Yes! There is an alternative solution! It starts with patient education.In Miami
Beach, I opened a concierge physical therapy practice, South Beach Spine & Extremities (), and
quickly developed the reputation as “the guy who will help you get better faster,” through
extensive patient education, empowerment, and practical advice for activities of daily living. In
addition, I lecture nationally and internationally to companies and organizations interested in
keeping their teams injury free by arming them with prevention strategies for common
mechanical neck and back pain.Allow me to shed some light on how to live your life with optimal
function, without constant kvetching about aches and pains. By reading this book, you will
understand what mechanical neck and back pain is and learn the truth about why this pain is so
common. You will be educated on lifestyle factors you must know to prevent mechanical pain
and acquire valuable insight to help you feel (and look) better.You will learn simple, functional
movements that you can do at home to help relieve and prevent pain as well as improve balance
and strengthen your body. You will learn secrets to aging with a healthy, upright posture that will
help you look and feel more confident and elegant. You will also be given valuable information to
help you reduce fear from MRI findings and make more informed decisions regarding possible
joint replacements.My hope is that you will realize the truth about common pains many feel on
an almost daily basis and figure out what your body is telling you when you experience
mechanical pain. Most importantly, I want you to learn not to fear the pain. I provide straight-to-
the-point, logical advice that will leave you thinking, “Why did no one ever tell me this before?”
Allow me to share with you my many secrets for aging gracefully, with good posture, and, above
all, without kvetching.Throughout the book, I’ve provided companion videos to help you better
understand the exercises, tips and techniques. Click the link to view videos or visit .Chapter



OneAll Pain is Not the SameWhich of the following statements is true?No pain, no gain.If it
hurts, don’t do it.Are you confused, like the rest of the world, about these two statements? The
first one is often said by personal trainers. (I used to say it a lot, back in the day.) The second
statement is often said by primary care physicians. So, which one is true? Well, the answer is: it
depends.No Pain, No GainTo build muscles, you do need to feel some soreness for a day or two.
Soreness does not equal pain! Muscle soreness is a healthy and expected result of exercise.
When you feel soreness that borderlines with pain, it is not always a bad thing. For instance, if
you were to break a bone and be in a cast, after the cast was removed (6-8 weeks later) the
tissues that didn’t move during the time the cast was on would most likely be tight and painful.
Once a lesion heals and scar tissue forms, it might be painful to move initially, until the tight
collagen has remodeled and restored itself. This process of remodeling a tight tissue that has
now healed results in some necessary pain and discomfort.The same principle applies for every
scar tissue in the body. The loading, or application of progressive movement and force, to the
tight collagen will often create pain. In essence, you are remodeling scar tissue, creating a
beneficial change within the tissue. As long as the pain disappears within a short period of time
(10-15 minutes), you are not hurting yourself.Most people do not like having to live in pain. From
the time we are young, we learn that some pain is part of life, like when you sprain your ankle
running or the pain you feel with a wood sliver or thorn penetrating your skin. People tend to fight
pain, yet sometimes it is necessary to feel pain to allow the body to heal. Think about one of
those hospital dramas on TV, when someone comes into the emergency room with a broken
arm or leg. The setting of the bones back into place hurts tremendously and often causes the
patient to scream. Once the bones are aligned and a cast is applied, the patient feels much
better. Experiencing the pain is part of the healing process.If It Hurts, Don’t Do ItIf you or
someone you know has sprained their ankle badly, you know it needs a few days with no
movement to allow the inflammation to subside. After that, you need gentle range of motion, off-
loaded without full body weight. Next you go through progressively loading your ankle into some
painful range of motions, until your ankle restores its fully available range, without any pain.
While this process often hurts, pain should not linger more than 10-15 minutes after you are
mobilizing the ankle joint and loading it carefully.Should you have ongoing lingering pain that is
constant and nagging, then there is a need to evaluate your problem. An example of the ability to
reproduce pain consistently is when someone has developed a frozen shoulder. Initially the pain
is constant and inflammatory in nature. No movement or position will make it feel better. Once
the joint is “frozen” and the pain becomes intermittent, now is the time to load the joint with
specific exercises that will help the shoulder “open up.”Those few moves will usually be painful,
however, the remodeling of the tight shoulder capsule requires that pain be present during the
exercise (and maybe linger up to 10 minutes after) but should never become a lingering constant
pain or pain at night while sleeping. The “art” of good orthopedic care is to find the correct
amount and frequency required to “load” the shoulder joint, so you stay within intermittent pain
and not move into inflammatory pain.Inflammatory PainInflammatory pain, on the other hand, is



constant. It often starts as a result of some sort of trauma to the tissues involved. For example,
jamming your toe into a wall or piece of furniture. In the spine however, we do not have to
experience a traumatic event in order to experience pain of inflammatory origin. Sitting slouched
for several hours and then doing some activity, such as unloading the dishwasher, can generate
sufficient force on the tissues in the back that can cause them to fail, and inflammatory pain will
emerge. No movement will make this type of pain feel better. Oftentimes, all one needs when
there is inflammatory pain present is to properly rest the area that was injured, and the pain will
subside. In some cases, light, over-the-counter medication may help speed up the process a
bit.If we allow the body to rest, inflammatory pain will resolve quickly, usually in a couple of days.
However, the healing surfaces may now be tight, and a remodeling process must follow to allow
for both strong and flexible repairs to form.Musculoskeletal PainMusculoskeletal pain is often
local. It does not “travel” from your lower back, into your buttock, down your leg, and into your
foot. That type of pain has a neurological component tied to it, often called sciatica. For example,
many of you have felt pain in your hamstrings (the muscle in the back of the leg) as a result of
working out and felt sore for a day or two after. This type of soreness is often bilateral (meaning
in both legs) and disappears in a few days. It does not turn on and off every few days. However, if
you worked out and the following day you experience tightness in only one of your hamstrings,
combined with stiffness in your lower back, and as you get up from prolonged sitting you are
limping a bit which improves as you continue to walk, then that pain has its origin in the lumbar
spine. It is most likely a pinched nerve, and the problem is not the muscles of your leg! Do not
stretch your leg in this situation as an angry nerve root can become even angrier as a result of
stretching.Before I became a physical therapist, I never knew the difference between these
types of pain. I often asked my personal training clients to make sure they stretched their legs on
a regular basis. Little did I know that you never want to stretch an angry nerve root. While it may
feel good for a short while, the problem can escalate.Mechanical PainMechanical pain, which is
the most common pain we feel as human beings, has a vastly different behavior pattern than
inflammatory pain. Mechanical pain is highly variable and does respond to movement in the
body.In the beginning of my own journey, I actually had no clue what mechanical pain was. I
made some critical mistakes as a personal trainer and when I first became a physical therapist. I
encountered many complaints of physical pain from my clients, which prevented them from
working out, and at times interfered with sleeping. My intention as a personal trainer was to help
my clients achieve their goals, as well as help resolve their pains, as fast as I could.
Unfortunately, I made some critical errors.As humans, when we feel mechanical aches and
pains, our initial reaction is to stretch the muscles or regions that hurt. Have you ever wondered
why if you have lower back or neck pain, and you keep stretching, the back or neck continues to
hurt? While stretching and flexibility are important, knowing when and what to stretch is
paramount.Many trainers will stretch your aching body parts because this stretching often feels
good. Unfortunately, stretching may be a trigger for more pain down the road. I learned this the
hard way. When clients would complain of a pain in their back, I would have them lie on a mat, as



I brought their knees to their chest. I would lean on them or move their knees from side to side to
stretch their achy back. They would tell me how good the stretching felt, it temporarily helped
them feel some relief. Unfortunately, for most, the good sensation did not last. The pain often
returned and sometimes even became worse!If they had complaints of sciatica (leg pain), I
would try to stretch their hamstrings or their piriformis muscle (a hip rotator that is often
attributed to sciatica). At times I would recommend for them to lie on a foam roller to release their
ITB (iliotibial band), which is a very painful stretch. I never realized, in most cases, the root of the
problem was a mechanical issue in the spine. Although the symptoms are felt in the leg, your leg
is not the problem. This is one of the most common mistakes personal trainers and physical
therapists make!You are probably familiar with back pain that feels worse when you sit for
prolonged periods, at times pain may radiate down your buttocks or down your leg. This stiffness
or pain in your back is an example of mechanical pain. This type of pain is sporadic and may
improve with movement, a few minutes of walking or moving around. Sometimes, after
prolonged sitting, when you get up and start to walk around, you may experience in the first
couple of steps that your lower back hurts to such a degree that you are stuck forward, and it is
hard for you to stand up straight. As a trainer, when I would hear these complaints, my initial
recommendations to my clients were to immediately do one of the following exercises. (Please
note this is not what I recommend to my patients now.)Do Not bend forward to stretch your lower
back.Do Not lie on your back and hug your knees to your chest.
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S K, “Save yourself years of problems- Buy This Book!. My name is Chani and I'm a Sports &
Rehab Massage Therapist in Miami. Dr. Yoav is the #1 PT in S. Florida for a reason, and after
reading this book you will understand why. This book is everything you want it to be. He
provides an extremely practical approach to solving Back and Neck pain and the explanations
you wish your Orthopedic Surgeon or Chiropractor would give you! The typical approach that is
taken with a back pain consumer involves costly MRI's, rushed Dr's appts where you are offered
surgery, injections and pills, and some exercises that most ppl give up on. It's a very
disempowering process. This book is a game-changer. You will get a crash course on how to
differentiate what kind of pain you have, what to not do, exercises that work, how to set up an
ergonomic lifestyle and when to seek additional help. This is the book you want to have on your
shelf BEFORE the inevitable aches and pains of life come up. It's easy to read, concise, has lots
of pictures and the most practical advice you'll ever get from a renowned medical professional.
And once your spine troubles are resolved, come see me for a Massage like the rest of Dr.
Yoav's patients!  - Chani Sugarman, owner of Innerscape Massage”

Shani Avidar, “Good posture in just a few easy steps. Whether you are in your twenties and want
to learn good posture or in your sixties and want to improve your posture. Whether you've been
injured or want to avoid injury, Aging without Aching can help you! The book gives access to
simple, yet critical exercises I could fit into my daily routine. There are many physical therapy
literature in the market and a lot of information is available on the web for mechanical pain as
well as home exercising, but I wanted an authoritative, science-supported, expert-approved
information, including set of simple exercises to help me age gracefully. This book provides
exactly that! There are also QR codes that you can scan with your smart phone to watch the
video of each exercise. Highly recommended!”

James Rohr, “A life without pain is possible!. Dr. Yoav clearly spells out simple movements that
can be done to help relieve the majority of aches and pains that people face as they age. I love
that his work is backed up by his decades of clinical experience. I'm a licensed acupuncturist,
and I'm always looking out for easy resources to help support my patients. This book fills a giant
gap to easily and effectively treat neck and back pain at home. This book is the best investment
someone could make for a lifetime of feeling good!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Thank you. Dr. Yoav literally saved my life 11 years ago after a six week
agony of back pain and two surgeons who basically said I am broken. Well surgery didn't
happen and I wasn't broken thanks to Dr. Yoav who showed me three techniques to do and
within a day I started to feel the difference and after a week I was pain free.I am so happy this
book is not available and it is in the palm of my hand. Thank you Dr. Yoav. Keep doing what you
are doing.”



Ebook Library Reader, “I highly recommend this amazing book for any age!. I can’t thank Dr.
Yoav enough for putting into writing this easy to follow guide. I am so grateful to have the ability
to self- improve my posture, manage my pain and increase my flexibility. I am so excited to be
able to share this knowledge with my friends and family as they are all getting these books as
gifts! The video clips really help to visually explain each exercise, which are surprisingly easy to
incorporate into my daily routine without taking too much time. It is simply a method that works,
and thanks to Dr. Yoav sharing his extensive knowledge of this method in his book, so many
people will now be able to live a happier, pain free life without medication or surgery. I highly
recommend this book to anyone, regardless of age! I will never “kvetch” again! ( about my back
pain)”

Brittany Farnsworth, “Buy this book!. I’m a PT and I love having books that have easy to ready
instructions and pictures for my patients to understand. This is the book that lays it all out AND it
has a QR code that shows you links that demonstrates the movements too! If you’re a therapist,
you have a loved one with pain, or you are in pain do yourself a favor and buy this book!”

JW, Los Angeles, “Relief in 20-30 minutes, Amazing !. Dear Dr. Yoav,I am so relieved and
ecstatic, that out of nowhere, your book came along and showed me a new wayto get myself out
of pain in an easy to understand way.My neck is often in pain and I never thought that a few
simple light stretches could bring me so much relief in 20-30 minutes. It's like a miracle ! You
helped me understand the problem and then by your illustrations how to fix it. It works ! It really
works !Thank you Dr. Yoav for sharing your knowledge with me and the world.I'm so grateful I
found this book, I will gift it to many friends.Thank you again and againJWLos Angeles,
California”

Jessica, “Anytime anywhere. I started learning about the McKenzie method from Yoav over
12years ago!! At that time I was single, he guided me taught me what to do and it always
helped. 12yrs later, my body has obviously changed and many new aches & pains
unfortunately. I was so excited to get this book, between work and kids, I rarely have time for
myself. Now, I can read the method & follow the pictures at home on my schedule. These
exercises can be done anywhere and only take a few minutes.My back feels better, my posture
better and even my attitude as I no longer have the discomfort.I highly recommend, this to
anyone.  It’s a no brainer to have at home and use at your convenience!”

The book by Dr. Yoav Suprun has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 52 people have provided feedback.
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